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9 Heavy metal emissions from the aluminium industry are
10 mainly carried from the plant through fugitive particulate
11 matter (PM) originating from the aluminium electrolysis
12 pot room. To evaluate the behaviour of metal-carrying
13 PM, both airborne and settled PM from two different
14 primary aluminium smelters have been characterized and
15 analyzed for composition and particle size distribution,
16 with special emphasis on heavy metals and carbon. In
17 addition, optical particle sensors have been placed at
18 different elevations in one of the plants to determine the
19 concentrations of different particle sizes in fugitive PM.
20 Metals such as Fe and Ni were primarily found as
21 particles together with S and P on partly combusted
22 carbon PM. Settled PM from both plants were generally
23 coarser (mean = 32–39 lm) and had a higher Al:Na ratio
24 compared with airborne PM, with a mean PM of 21–22
25 lm. The optical sensors measured PM100 concentrations
26 at roof level in the plant 5–6 times higher than the PM10
27 concentration during fuming events such as anode shift
28 operations.
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35
36�Introduction

37�Through international agreements, the primary aluminium
38�industry has, together with other industries, committed to
39�reducing greenhouse gases, as well as managing and moni-
40�toring hazardous waste and emissions of heavy metals in
41�relation to their processes. In Norway, a significant fraction
42�of certain reported heavy metal emissions from the
43�land-based industries originates from aluminium production,
44�as summarised in Table 1. These heavy metal emissions are
45�mainly carried from the plant through fugitive particulate
46�matter (PM) from the pot room with electrolysis cells and
47�calculated based on regular measurements using PM col-
48�lection filters over a period of weeks, with a known air
49�throughput [1]. The PM typically originates from daily
50�operational processes such as anode change, anode covering
51�processes and metal tapping.
52�The heavy metals are primarily introduced to the elec-
53�trolysis process through the carbon anodes and will dis-
54�tribute between metal (main path), bath and air/dust [3].
55�Carbon anodes are typically made of a mixture of 60–70%
56�calcined petroleum coke (CPC), 15–20% recycled anode
57�butts, and 12–17% coal tar pitch binder. The CPCs may
58�contain different amounts of impurities, such as heavy
59�metals, due to mixing different quality cokes [4]. In Table 2,
60�some of the reported trace elements found in anode coke and
61�their associated concentrations are given. In comparison, the
62�metal content of the alumina raw materials is significantly
63�lower than that of the coke [5].
64�As seen from Table 2, sulfur is a major impurity in the
65�anode coke. The sulfur can be found as a part of the carbon
66�lattice, attached to chains on the surface of clustered mole-
67�cules or on surfaces and pores bound by capillary conden-
68�sation, adsorption, or chemisorption [6]. A recent study [7]
69�showed that V, Ni, and Fe are most likely present in
70�high-sulfur coke mainly as hexagonal sulfides: V was found
71�mainly as V3S4, Ni as hexagonal NiS and Fe as hexagonal
72�FeS. These authors found that the metal was well distributed
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73 in the carbon matrix and not present as large crystalline
74 inclusions. Previous studies of collected PM in potrooms [8,
75 9] have found it to consist of-bath related compounds (cry-
76 olite, chiolite (Na5Al3F14) and calcium chiolite
77 (Na2Ca3Al2F14)), aluminas (c-, c’-, h-, and a-Al2O3) and
78 graphitic carbon with metallic and light metal impurities.
79 Reported concentrations of heavy metal (oxides) in these
80 dusts were in the order of 0.2–3.2%. Pot fumes are reported
81 to be mainly fine particles with at least 50% of the parti-
82 cles <20 lm [10] in size. This corresponds with prior
83 extensive studies of PM from electrolysis raw gas [11].
84 While previous studies have provided information on
85 typical compositions and particle sizes of potroom PM, a
86 more complete picture of the presence of heavy metals
87 (chemical form, in which particle size bracket, coupling to
88 operational events, etc.) in the fugitive PM emissions is
89 needed to predict, for example, the metal-carrying particle

90�dispersion in air from the plant. Hence, in the current work,
91�the composition and particle size distribution of settled and
92�airborne PM collected in electrolysis halls of two aluminium
93�plants (denoted Plant A and Plant B), have been analysed.
94�Special emphasis has been placed on the relationship
95�between heavy metals and carbon in these materials. In
96�addition, small, inexpensive optical sensors monitoring the
97�in situ concentration of PM emissions were placed at dif-
98�ferent elevations in the potroom of Plant B to measure the
99�relative concentrations of particle sizes and relate these to
100�operational events. These sensors have previously shown
101�promise in collecting useful data in the primary aluminium
102�industry [12]. Put together, this data will provide a more
103�“dynamic” understanding of metal emissions and thereby a
104�better starting point for metal-containing PM dispersion
105�estimates and modelling.

106
107�Experimental Procedure

108�Sampling of PM for Characterization

109�For both plants, PM deposited on the mezzanine floor above
110�the electrolysis cell rows were collected by simply filling
111�sample bottles, and denoted “settled”. In Plant A, an “air-
112�borne” PM sample was collected over a 3-week period on a
113�50 mm filter in a probe connected to a vacuum pump placed
114�at the regular sampling point at one of the gas ventilation
115�points of the pot room. In Plant B, two airborne PM samples
116�were collected through gas vacuum pumps fitted with
117�150 mm Whatman filters and neoprene hose and probe.
118�Each sample was collected over a 3-week period: one above
119�the mezzanine floor close to the roof opening (see sketch in
120�Fig. 1) and the second, placed on a frame near floor level.

121�Collected PM Characterization

122�Imaging/Individual Particle Analysis
123�The collected PM was imaged using a Zeiss ULTRA 55
124�scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a field emission
125�gun (FEG) and chemical composition analyses was done by
126�means of energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The PM
127�was placed on carbon tape and additionally coated with
128�carbon to give the best possible images and element analy-
129�ses. The primary electron energy was set to 15 keV with a
130�working distance (WD) of 10–15 mm. Individual sizes of
131�carbon particles in the PM were additionally determined in
132�selected samples via image analysis software in the SEM.
133�For these measurements, PM was placed on copper tape
134�rather than carbon tape.

Table 1 Reported Norwegian heavy metal emissions from land-based
industries and emissions from primary aluminium production in 2020
(kg) [2]

Element Emission all
land-based
industries (kg/y)

Emission
aluminium
industry (kg/y)

Percentage
emission from
Al industry

Ni 10,143 2880 28

Pb 2410 260 11

V 733 96 13

Cd 141 26 19

Zn 22,158 898 4

Table 2 Representative concentration of trace elements in anode coke
(ppm) [5]

Element Low High

Fe 50 350

Ni 50 500

V 30 500

Cu 20 50

Cr 1 50

P 5 30

Pb 3 10

S (wt%) 0.5 5

Mo 10 20

Na 20 140

Al 20 250

K 10 20

Zn 2 150

Mg 50 200
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135 Particle Size
136 For all collected samples, at least three parallel particle size
137 distribution analyses were carried out using a Horiba
138 LA-960 laser scattering particle size distribution analyser,
139 operating over a particle size range of 0.1–5000 lm. The
140 analyser was operated in dry mode to be able to measure the
141 size of the full sample, including water-soluble particles.

142 PM Composition
143 Full dissolution and subsequent Inductively Coupled Plasma–
144 Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) analysis of an airborne and a
145 settled sample from Plant A was carried out by ALS Scandi-
146 navia in Sweden to determine the Al:Na ratio in the samples.
147 The compositions of all collected samples, with emphasis on
148 metals, P and S were analysed by Elkem Technology where
149 two parallel samples were dissolved in an HNO3-HCl-HF
150 solution and analysed by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical
151 Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES). It should be mentioned
152 that the method did leave a fraction of the sample undissolved
153 which leaves some uncertainty in the measurements. How-
154 ever, the reported concentrations were based on the original
155 sample weight and hence, reported values would potentially
156 be under-estimating rather than over-estimating concentra-
157 tions. Additionally, the carbon content of the samples was
158 determined by LECO with SINTEF Industry.

159 In Situ Measurements of Fugitive Dust Emissions

160 A set of Sensirion SPS30 optical PM sensors were used to
161 gather in-situ data on mass and number concentrations of
162 PM1.0, PM2.5, PM4, and PM10 at three different

163�locations/elevations in Plant B. Additionally, Nova SDS198
164�PM100 sensors were placed in the same locations to cover a
165�wider particle size range. One of the sensor systems was
166�placed at floor level, while the other two were placed at roof
167�level near the rooftop outlet and hanging down over the cell
168�rows, respectively. The sensor locations are illustrated in
169�Fig. 1. Temperature and relative humidity were monitored
170�simultaneously. For each location, three parallel sensors
171�were connected to a small “Raspberry pi” computer, col-
172�lecting data which can be accessed by an external computer,
173�giving continuous measurements.

174
175�Results and Discussion

176�PM Imaging

177�In Fig. 2, typical images of PM from airborne and settled
178�PM from Plant A are shown. As described by earlier studies,
179�pot room PM consists of a mixture of condensed bath, alu-
180�mina particles and carbon particles. As depicted in Fig. 3, a
181�closer examination of the PM reveals that heavy metals
182�largely appear as small inclusion clusters on partly com-
183�busted carbon particle surfaces.
184�Another example particle is displayed in Figs. 4a and b
185�where Fe and Ni are observed on the carbon surface by use
186�of Backscattered Electron (BSE) imaging, revealing their
187�typical co-existence with S. The presence of Ni and Fe
188�together with S is aligned with the observations by
189�Jahrsengene [7] of the presence of Ni- and Fe-sulfides in
190�anode coke, confirming that the carbon particles in fugitive
191�PM relate to dusting from the carbon anodes.

Fig. 1 Schematic of sensor
location placements in Plant B

Heavy Metal Emissions Through Particulate Matter from Aluminium Electrolysis 3
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192 Similar elemental mapping of PM from electrolysis raw
193 gas has also identified the co-existence of Ni and P [13], which
194 corresponds well with a study performed by Haugland et al.
195 [14] where the behaviour of phosphorus impurities in alu-
196 minium electrolysis cells were studied. These authors found

197�that dissolved P species can also be reduced by impurities in
198�the bath, where small carbon particles may act as nucleation
199�sites. They also found that loss of phosphorous from the cell
200�was due to evaporation of gaseous elemental phosphorous and
201�that the phosphorus is attached to carbon dust.

Fig. 2 Depiction of airborne (left) and settled (right) PM from Plant A
as imaged through secondary electrons in SEM using identical
magnification (X1000). The pictures illustrate clearly the difference in

particle size between the two types of dust. At the chosen magnifica-
tion, heavy metal particles can not be clearly distinguished

Fig. 3 Typical images of carbon particles in PM. Red arrows mark heavy metal particles

4 F. Müller et al.
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Fig. 4 a Secondary electron
SEM image of a carbon particle in
a matrix of alumina and bath
fume. b Backscattered electron
imaging of the carbon particle in
a illustrating the composition of
the bright spots on the carbon
surface
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202 Particle Size

203 Figure 2 is a visual illustration of the difference in particle
204 size appearance between airborne and settled PM from
205 Plant A. Laser scattering measurements confirm the visual
206 observations as detailed by the particle size distribution
207 curves for different airborne and settled samples from both
208 Plant A and B in Fig. 5. The collected particle size data is
209 summarized in Table 3, showing that the mean particle size
210 of settled PM lies between approximately 32–39 lm, while
211 the mean particle size of airborne PM lies between 21 and 22
212 lm. Interestingly, when manually measuring the size in the
213 SEM of 100 randomly selected carbon particles in airborne
214 and settled PM, respectively (Fig. 6), the mean size of these
215 particles came out almost double the size of the measured
216 mean of all particles using laser diffraction [15]. While this
217 difference may reflect a selection bias of particles measured
218 manually, it is possible that carbon particles in fugitive
219 emissions are generally larger and more buoyant than other,
220 higher density particles, such as alumina, and consequently
221 preferentially report to the gas escaping the plant.

222�Particle Composition

223�The Al concentration of settled PM from Plant A was
224�measured to 72.4% while that of airborne PM was on
225�average 59.6%. However, the Na content was higher in the
226�airborne PM (30.7%) than the settled PM (21.9%). This
227�indicates a higher concentration of bath fumes in the air-
228�borne PM and a higher concentration of alumina in the
229�settled PM, which is rather expected. In Table 4, selected
230�metallic, P, S, and C contents of the settled and airborne
231�samples from the two plants are summarized.
232�Two main trends can be observed in Table 4. The first is
233�that both the metal and light element contents are on average
234�slightly higher in the airborne than in settled PM samples.
235�Since the metal content appears to be mostly associated with
236�carbon particles, this is a logical outcome. However, the
237�compositional uncertainty in the carbon content makes this
238�difference statistically insignificant. The composition of
239�airborne PM from roof and floor level, respectively, in
240�Plant B are not significantly different. The second trend is
241�that both metal, carbon and phosphorous contents are higher

Yellow, orange and red –
Airborne PM

Light blue, blue and 
green-
Settled PM

Fig. 5 Particle size distribution of airborne and settled PM samples

Table 3 Particle size distribution
for airborne and settled PM (lm)

Particle size (lm) Airborne Settled

A-1 A-2 A-3 A-1 A-2 B-1

Median 14.3 13.6 15.7 26.6 27.4 31.9

Mean 21.4 21.7 21.9 32.8 34.1 38.6

D10 6.63 6.57 7.37 10.0 10.1 11.0

D90 47.3 46.0 38.4 61.9 65.6 49.4

AQ2
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242 in PM from Plant A than Plant B. The differing amount of
243 carbon in the plant-specific PMs would likely be explained
244 by operational reasons or the use of different carbon mate-
245 rials with different behavior in terms PM generation. The
246 higher S content in airborne PM from Plant B than that in
247 other PM samples is internally consistent with respect to
248 settled PM but not consistent with respect to the lower C
249 content than Plant A and its origin should hence be further
250 investigated.

251 Particle Sensor Measurements

252 Figure 7 illustrates the online measurements of the PM10
253 particle sensor at roof level over a 10-day-long measurement

254�period. It can be seen from the figure that regular “events”
255�account for the bulk of PM emission with spikes reaching
256�concentrations up to 2500 lg/m3. These events coincide with
257�anode shifts, allowing bath evaporation and carbon dust to
258�leave the cell house as has previously been reported in the
259�work of Wong [16] and Myklebust et al. [12].
260�While the PM 10 concentrations were similar at roof and
261�cell levels, the floor-level PM10 concentrations are generally
262�significantly lower than those above the cells and at roof
263�level, as shown in Fig. 8.
264�In Table 5, the average mass concentrations of the dif-
265�ferent particle size bins are summarised. It is found that
266�PM1.0 amounts to 86% of PM10 at roof level, while at floor
267�level, the same fraction amounts to 77% of PM10. PM2.5
268�amounts to 95% of PM10 at roof level and 89% of PM10 at

Fig. 6 Illustration of carbon
particle measurements in a settled
PM sample from Plant A using
SEM imaging

Table 4 Selected metal, P and S
contents of settled and airborne
PM samples [lg/kg] as measured
by ICP-OES. Wt% (C) measured
by LECO. All ICP samples
except airborne floor PM from
Plant B (very little sample) were
analyzed in two parallels. The
reported variation is that between
the two reported parallels.
The LECO analysis for airborne
PM in Plant B had no parallel

Element Plant A Plant B

Settled Airborne Settled Airborne (roof) Airborne (floor)

Fe 3500±0 6100±100 1700±0 2450±150 3400

Ni 3600±100 3550±50 1700±0 3000±200 2900

V 188±2 203±3 84±1 154±66 171

Pb 48±4 116±4 38±2 457±10 216

Mo 39±3 29±4 9±0 10±8 <10

S 3750±50 5100±600 3150±50 9650±350 8000

P 477±16 857±160 225±0 434±122 452

C (wt%) 9.5±1.4 9.8±1.2 7.07±0.7 7.3 8.2

Heavy Metal Emissions Through Particulate Matter from Aluminium Electrolysis 7
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1

3

2

Fig. 7 PM concentration of the 3 parallel PM 10 sensors at roof level (different colored signals). Production activities marked on lines
1 = temperature measurements, 2 = tapping and 3 = anode change

Fig. 8 From the top: PM10 measured at (DH1) roof level, (DH2) cell level and (DH3) floor level

Table 5 Average PM mass
concentrations for the low particle
size (10PM) sensors in roof, over
cell, and floor positions at Plant B

Av. mass concentration (lg/m3) Roof Over cell Floor

PM1 26.4 29.6 6.7

PM2.5 29.1 32.6 7.9

PM4 30.1 33.7 8.5

PM10 30.6 34.2 8.8

8 F. Müller et al.
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269 floor level. Lastly, PM4.0 amounts to 98% and 96% of
270 PM10 at roof and floor levels, respectively.
271 The PM10 sensors are rated to reliably measure a maxi-
272 mum of 1000 lg/m3 while typically reporting up to 2500
273 lg/m3 and are often “saturated” during process events.
274 Given the particle size distribution measurements of col-
275 lected PM in Fig. 5 and Table 3, PM100 sensors measuring
276 at roof and floor levels were used to monitor the
277 concentration of larger particles. These sensors are rated to a
278 concentration up to 20.000 lg/m3. A comparison
279 between the PM10 and PM 100 measured at roof level is
280 illustrated in Fig. 9. As seen in the figure, the measured
281 concentration ratio between PM100 and PM10 during
282 major events is between 5 and 6. This is in line with the
283 measured particle size distribution of the collected PM
284 samples. The relative background PM concentrations mea-
285 sured by the two different sensor types may, however, be
286 somewhat different. Therefore, one should be careful when
287 comparing measured absolute PM100 and PM10
288 concentrations.

289
290 Conclusions

291 Airborne and settled PM from two different primary alu-
292 minium smelters (Plants A and B) have been characterized
293 and analyzed for composition and particle size distribution
294 with special emphasis on heavy metals and carbon. In
295 addition, optical particle sensors have been placed at dif-
296 ferent elevations in Plant B to determine the concentrations

297�of different particle sizes in fugitive PM. The following
298�conclusions are drawn:

299�• Both settled and airborne PM generally consists of bath
300�fume, alumina particles, and carbon particles.
301�• Heavy metals such as Fe and Ni are largely coexisting
302�with S on the surface of partly combusted carbon
303�particles.
304�• The S, P and heavy metal contents are on average slightly
305�higher in airborne than in settled PM for both plants. The
306�Na content is higher while the Al content lower in the
307�airborne PM, indicating a higher bath content and a lower
308�alumina content in the airborne PM.
309�• The heavy metal content, C and P content is higher in PM
310�from Plant A than B but the S content lower.
311�• Settled PM in both plants were generally coarser that
312�airborne PM with a mean PM measured by laser scat-
313�tering, lying between approximately 32–39 lm for settled
314�PM while the mean particle size of airborne PM was
315�measured between 21 and 22 lm. Carbon particles were
316�typically larger than other dust particles.
317�• High particle concentrations (>1000 lg/m3) were mea-
318�sured by the optical sensors during anode shift at the roof
319�level of Plant B. The mean PM10 particle concentration
320�over the 10-day period for the roof level and over the
321�electrolysis cells were between 30 and 40 lg/m3, while
322�that at floor level was close to 6–9 lg/m3. PM1 accounted
323�for 77–86% of the measured PM10. The measured PM100
324�concentration was between 5 and 6 times higher than the
325�PM10 concentration during fuming events at roof level.

Fig. 9 Comparison of PM10 and PM100 concentration at roof level in Plant B over a 24 h period
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326
327 Future Work

328 As a continuation of the current work, a three-stage impactor
329 will be used in both Plant A and B over an extended period
330 of time in order to collect and measure PM online. This will
331 allow for more specific correlation between composition
332 analysis of different size fractions and their counts/masses.
333 Calibration of different particle sensor “background” con-
334 centration measurements should be performed in order for a
335 more reliable comparison between intensities.
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